InVest: 57 – Gestate in our Mother’s Womb
Having communed with Sol-O-Man/Mary via the rosy pink ascending and descending spirals,
picture her above you once again. This time, she transfigures and overshadows you in the form
of a large V, which is composed of and filled with a delicate, near-white shade of rosy pink. The
apex or base of this downward pointing V is at the base of your spine, below your regenerative
organs. The top of the V is above and to the side of your head.
This V represents Mary’s cosmic womb. You, as the Christ child, are within this V. You are in
the final month of your gestation as a child of light, love, truth and peace. You are in the Virgin
and she is invested in, around and through you. The two of you are one.
Rest within the V. Feel its incredible vibration of purity, clarity and mother love. This mother love
has no other purpose or focus than to nurture the growing Christ fetus that you are. Nothing is
more precious to Sol-O-Man/Mary than the fruit of her womb, which is you!
By her presence and overshadowing, she conveys to you all that she has learned and
demonstrated as being the virgin mother who because of her divine purity was able to spiritually
conceive of, nurture and give birth to Jesus. This is the purity that you now feel welling up and
shining through your soul or subconscious. It exposes any last vestige of your subconscious
selfishness, separation or superiority; any feeling of unworthiness, inadequacy, shame or guilt.
All of this dissolves in, and is transmuted by the delicate pink light with the V.
Invest yourself in the V. Every time your mind or heart wanders outside of its protective,
nourishing, loving confines, pull yourself back into it. Center yourself within the delicate pink
light. Bask in it. Be with it. Let it permeate you. Be the spiritual virgin vessel that you are.
The very light shade of pink represents the near completion of your focus on zeal and
enthusiasm. It is a mixture of the white of divine love and the pink of personal love, devotion and
dedication to a higher cause.
Just as a physical mother in the latter part of her ninth month of pregnancy waits patiently,
lovingly and expectantly for her contractions to begin, rest in the peace of Mother God as you
await your Christ contractions. Conserve and focus all you zeal and enthusiasm in your
upcoming rebirth and regeneration. So be it.
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